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An Elephant by Any Other Name

Mammoth
Mammuthus spp evolved five million years ago 
Migrated out of Africa into Asia, Europe and North 
America
M. primigenius (wooly mammoth) evolving 250,000 
years ago
Most extinct by 10,000 years ago, remnant population 
of mammoths survived as late as 3,700 yr BP on 
Wrangel & St. Paul Islands



Mammoth vs Mastodon

Mastodon
Mammut americanum evolved 25-30 million years 
ago
Lived primarily in North and Central America
mastodons were slightly smaller than mammoths, with 
shorter legs and lower, flatter heads. Both species 
stood between 7 and 14 feet (2 meters to 4 meters) 
tall, 
Mammoths = grazers, mastodons = browsers





Tooth of a Giant

Single tooth discovered in 1705 
Purchased for a pint of rum
Lord Cornbury sent it off to the Royal Society in England 
labeled “tooth of a giant”



Why Should We Care?

Influenced the thinking of Puritan colonists as well as 
Protestant naturalists in England regarding the age and 
creation of the Earth.
Its discovery helped to lead to the idea of “lost species,” 
the concept of extinction. 
The mastodon would become a symbol of American 
nationalism, weakening the notion of a New World 
inferiority complex
Impacts on Hudson Valley Communities and beyond.



Cotton Mather

First scholarly description of Claverack remains
Enthusiastic description of the 70 foot giant

Eager to defend the New World’s reputation
Between 1712 and 1724, 82 letters written to the Royal 
Society. 

Biblia Americana  “American Bible,” had an 
important story to tell the world, about so many 
wondrous American curiosities each which 
exemplify God’s perfect world.



Elephants, Yes, but What About 
Those “Grinders?”

More than 20 years after the mysterious remains had 
made their way to Europe, there was still no agreed 
upon identification for what this animal could be, 
How did an elephant find its way to America?
Extinction not a possibility
Teeth morphology adds to the mystique



Comparative Anatomy To The 
Rescue

1760’s – William Hunter, suggests that the “supposed 
American elephant was an animal of another species, a 
pseud-elephant, or animal incognitum which anatomists 
were unacquainted” (Hunter, 1769 in Semonin, 2000).

Carnivorous beast
Iroquois and Shawnee legends
Supported by Founding Fathers, used as defense Old World 
superiority



Cuvier’s Proclamations

Arrives in Paris 1795 Complete review, analysis and 
Comparison of elephants (1796)

Comparative anatomy Four distinct species of elephants

“What has become of 
these two enormous 
animals of which one 
no longer finds any 
living traces?”

“Lost species”



Peale’s Mastodon

1801, Newburgh, NY
First “complete” mastodon

Detailed drawings provides 
Cuvier with further evidence
that the incognitum was not only 
a distinct species, but also, genus

1806, Cuvier gives incognitum its
official name, Mammut americanum



Peale in his Philadelphia museum

22 extinct species by 1812,
49 by 1822

Catastrophism



Building a Nation and Dismantling 
the Theory of American Degeneracy

America’s cultural relevance
No ruined temples, monuments, classical texts
Non-antiquarian” past

Jefferson is convinced that the incognitum is the not only the 
largest carnivore in North America, but the world

Moose and elk destroying menace



Buffon’s Theory of Degeneracy, New World Inferiority

Thomas Jefferson begins work on Notes on the State of Virginia
➢Published in 1785, American incognitum symbol of national   

identity and unity
➢Devotes several pages to refuting Buffon’s ideas of 

degeneracy

1803, President Jefferson sends Lewis and Clark to the Pacific 
Northwest in hopes of recording the incognitum alive





The Mastodon Effect

Dinosaurs versus Mastodons
First nearly complete dinosaur discovered in New Jersey in 
1858
8 foot tall, 17 foot long hadrosaur statue adorns downtown 
Haddonfield, NJ.  There is also “Hadrosaur Park”
Skeleton on display at the Philadelphia Academy of 
Sciences which experienced a three fold increase in traffic 
after the hadrosaur arrived.
Why are we dino crazy?





"The dinosaur is like the bald eagle, except it's an 
unofficial symbol instead of a sanctioned one“ (Mitchell, 
1998).
American mastodon helped provide a young America 
with a much needed identity
Out of the American consciousness or does the story 
remain unknown?



“Since America was to be a nation based on natural law 
and self-evident truths, what better sign of nature, 
Jefferson thought, than these big bones of giant 
creatures that were being dug up in our soil?”  (Mitchell, 
1998).
“The mastodon is a powerful symbol of nationalistic pride 
and unity. Its story is as much a part of this country’s 
history as any other, more well-known events, people, 
documents, etc. that all helped to lead to the unification 
of its citizens against tyranny and repression; the 
American mastodon was beside us the entire time” 
(Lawler, 2017)
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